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The exciting second book of the SODIUM series. What if civilization came to an abrupt end... What if you
were left on your own to survive... If everything had been taken from you, would you risk your life to get it
back? Or would you just attempt to hide in the shadows hoping the trouble would all go away? Heroes are
not born, they are self made through their actions and deeds. Perhaps there are no more heroes. Perhaps this
is the end for man. A handful of survivors are left to decide.

Also available from this author:

SODIUM Series

A six-book series that takes Man from his first encounter with aliens all the way to a fight for our all-out
survival. Do we have what it takes to rule the galaxy?

AMP Series

Cast a thousand years into the future beyond SODIUM. This eight-book series chronicles the struggles of
Don Grange, a simple package deliveryman, who is thrust into an unimaginable role in the fight against our
enemies. Can we win peace and freedom after a thousand years of war?

OMEGA Series

Cast a thousand years into the future beyond AMP. The Alliance is crumbling. When corruption and politics
threaten to throw the allied galaxies into chaos, Knog Beutcher gets caught in the middle. Follow along as
our hero is thrust into roles that he never expected or sought. Espionage, intrigue, political assassinations,
rebellions and full-on revolutions, they are all coming to Knog Beutcher's world!

HADRON Series

HADRON is a modern day story unrelated to the SODIUM-AMP-OMEGA trilogy series. After scientists
using the Large Hadron Collider discover dark matter, the world is plunged into chaos. Massive waves of
electromagnetic interference take out all grid power and forms of communication the world over. Cities go
dark, food and water supplies are quickly used up, and marauders rule the highways. One group of citizens
takes a stand. Can they make a difference? And the devastating EM waves, where are they coming from?
After months of starvation, a benevolent species arrive in their spaceships to rescue the Human race. Only,
are they really so benevolent?

- Join the email list at comments@arsenex.com for release dates...
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From reader reviews:

Cathy Thomas:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be change about what going on or data even knowledge
to make these individuals keep up with the era that is certainly always change and make progress. Some of
you maybe can update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you personally but the
problems coming to you actually is you don't know which one you should start with. This SODIUM:2
Apocalypse is our recommendation to make you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what
you want and wish in this era.

Micah Best:

Reading a book to be new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to examine a book. When you
go through a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your
knowledge, simply because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what kinds of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your review, you can read
education books, but if you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, this sort of us novel,
comics, and soon. The SODIUM:2 Apocalypse provide you with a new experience in reading a book.

Bill Dildy:

Within this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability in doing something more are more
valuable than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What
you need to do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to experience a look at some books.
Among the books in the top listing in your reading list is usually SODIUM:2 Apocalypse. This book that is
certainly qualified as The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking
upwards and review this publication you can get many advantages.

John Thornton:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our information for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every
year was exactly added. This guide SODIUM:2 Apocalypse was filled with regards to science. Spend your
spare time to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has different feel when
they reading the book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can feel enjoy to read a book. In the
modern era like now, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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